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Assurances

DCSI/Grant Coordinator

I, the District Coordinator of School Improvement/Grant Coordinator, attest that I will provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level commitments and support
mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am responsible for the implementation of all intervention
requirements. If I am the principal supervisor, I understand I am responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Signature: Mr. Michael Scott Carothers

Principal Supervisor

I, as supervisor of the principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI/Grant Coordinator to provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the principal I supervise can achieve successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am
responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Signature: Mr. Michael Scott Carothers

Principal

I, as principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI/Grant Coordinator (and my supervisor, if they are not the same person) to use the district-provided
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I agree to carry out the plan elements as indicated
herein.

Signature: Mr. Francisco Chavez
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Data Analysis
Student Achievement

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Domain 1 Student Performance Goals:

TPHS El Paso West ELA student performance will achieve 40% in the “meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, Hispanic subgroups on the 2021-2022
STAAR English I and English II assessments.

1.

TPHS El Paso West Algebra I student performance will achieve 50% in the “meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, Hispanic subgroups on the
2021-2022 STAAR Algebra I assessments.

2.

TPHS El Paso West Biology student performance will achieve 30% in the “meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, Hispanic subgroups on the 2021-2022
STAAR Biology assessment.

3.

TPHS El Paso West US History student performance will achieve 40% in the “meets” category and 50% in the "masters" category for All Students, Eco Dis, and Hispanic
subgroups on the 2021-2022 STAAR US History assessment.

4.

Overall Domain I Goal: If TPHS El Paso West meets the above performance targets for 2021-2022, the campus will increase our Domain 1 STAAR performance component score
from 24  to a component score of 41  by increasing the percentage of students who perform at the "meets" grade level or above.

Approaches Component Score Goal:  80

Meets Component Score Goal:  30

Masters Component Score Goal:  12

Overall Component Score Goal:  41

Rationale: These performance goals were set to be aggressive and to push the campus to higher accountability scores in Domain 1, Domain 2A, and Domain 3. We utilized previous
data to establish the aggressive performance target. If the campus is successful at meeting these performance targets, the district/campus would receive a "A" in Domain 1.   We
established specific goals are easy to communicate to staff and push student to perform better in all categories -- approaches, meets, and masters.)

Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.
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School Progress

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Our goal is to focus on 2A. We will be monitoring our students that did test in the 2020-21 STAAR and tracking progress as we will be receiving data on thos students that test this
year (only applicable to Algebra I and English II for TPHS El Paso West). It is important to note, that our goal in Domain 1 will also impact our Domain 2 goal as well.  Finally, 2B is
not calculated for this campus as it is identified as a Dropout Recovery School (DRS) and is rated under the Alternative Education Accountability (AEA) rating system.
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Closing the Gaps

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Domain 3 Student Performance Goals:

TPHS El Paso West ELA student performance will achieve 40% in the “meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, Hispanic subgroups on the 2021-2022
STAAR English I and English II assessments.

1.

TPHS El Paso West Algebra I student performance will achieve 50% in the “meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, Hispanic subgroups on the
2021-2022 STAAR Algebra I assessments.

2.

Overall Domain 3 Goal:

If TPHS El Paso West meets the campus level performance targets established above, the Domain 3 scaled score of 30% - F (meaning no subgroups were met previously on the 2021
accountability data) will improve to a scaled score of 93% - A. 

This would be accomplished by meeting the following;

ELA subgroup targets (Our Goal is to Meet 2 out of 4):

Hispanic (32%) 
Eco Dis (33%)

Math subgroup targets (Our Goal is to Meet 3 out of 3):

All Students (46%)
Hispanic (40%)
Eco Dis (36%)

The campus would move from hitting none of the Domain 3 subgroup targets (based on 2021 accountability data) to meeting 5 of 7 - 72% of the academic achievement subgroup
targets. Domain 3 Accountability document is uploaded in the addendum section of the plan.

Rationale: The performance goals are set to be aggressive and to push the campus to higher accountability scores in Domain 3 as well as Domain 2A, and Domain 1. We utilized
previous data to establish the aggressive performance target. If the campus is successful at meeting these performance targets, the campus would receive an "A" in Domain 3. (Current
Domain 1 STAAR Performance is a "F" at 30% for this single indicator based on 2021 accountability data).  The campus focused the target goals on Domain 3 because this is where
the campus fell significantly below historically in the accountability system.  (Component calculation:  If TPHS El Paso West meets the campus level performance targets established
above, the Domain 3 component score of 0 (scaled score of 30) will improve to a component score of 72 (scaled score of 93-A) by meeting 5 of  7 Domain 3 academic achievement
targets in ELA and mathematics.

It is important to note that in the "Student Data" section of the plan, some of our goals  are very aggressive.  They may appear to not be logical when looking at the current state of
performance.  However, COVID-19 and the impacts of remote learning on the highly at-risk population we serve were severe.  Many of our students chose to work instead of attend
school and complete school work because family members lost their jobs.  At-risk students need the face-to-face instruction.  TPHS has been very successful in the past bringing
students who were significantly below up to standard quickly.  We set our goals with this in mind.  We know that when we have students face-to-face and we implement the strategies
and systems that we know to work effectively with at-risk students, we can see tremendous growth (growth not usually seen and outside the norm).  It is important to communicate
this as the plan is evaluated.  We strongly feel that our goals and our student performance targets are attainable--aggressive, yes--but attainable.   
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Note:  All data analysis reports for 2021 accountability are included in the addendum section of the plan.
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Subject Areas and Student Groups

Which subjects are a focus this year when thinking about student performance? Why have you identified these specific subject areas? What is the intended impact on your
accountability domain scores?

For this campus, the two subjects that will be our focus are ELA (English I and English II) and Mathematics (Algebra I).  We are choosing these two subjects/content areas because
they make an impact on all three of the accountability domains.  Obviously in Domain 1, two of the four areas create our overall STAAR performance component score, and
improvement in the Approaches, Meets, and Masters categories will equate to an improved component score.  In Domain 2A, the focus on ELA will ensure that students are
demonstrating a year's growth for English II and for Algebra I.  In Domain 3, the two focus areas will ensure that we meet the individual subgroup scores for ELA and mathematics. 
If we meet our established Domain 5 out of 7 subgroup targets, then the campus would move from a 30% - F (in 2021) to an 93% - A in this academic year.

 Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.

 

 

Which student group outcomes are you targeting in these goals? What is the intended impact on your accountability domain scores?

At this campus, the all students group is almost identical to the Hispanic subgroup and the Eco. Dis subgroup.  However, the campus wants to continue a very purposeful focus on the
EL subgroups.  This has been the one group at the campus' with the lowest performance and will need specific focus to ensure they make progress and in turn the campus shows
progress on the accountability system in Domain 1, 2A and 3. If we meet our established Domain 5 out of 7 subgroup targets, then the campus would move from a 30% - F (in 2021)
to an 93% - A in this academic year.

 Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.
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CCMR

What goals has your campus set for CCMR?

Board adopted/approved CCMR targets for TPHS El Paso East:

Our CCMR Goals is 35%
Progress Measure #1:  College Readiness 20%
Progress Measure #2:  Career Readiness 15%
Progress Measure #3:  Military Readiness 10%

Board adopted/approved CCMR targets for  TPHS El Paso East apply to all students and all subgroups (Hispanic, Eco Dis, EL, SPED, Cont & Non-Cont Enrolled)

 The 5-year progressive TPHS Board Adopted CCMR Goals for TPHS El Paso are located in the addendum section of this plan.

 Note:  All data analysis reports for 2021 accountability are uploaded in the addendum section of the plan.

Federal Graduation Rate

What goals has your campus set for Federal Graduation Rate?

TPHS El Paso East will target a federal graduation rate of 70% for all students and all subgroups (Hispanic, Eco Dis, EL, and SPED).

 Note:  All data analysis reports for 2021 accountability are upladed in the addendum section of the plan.
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Essential Actions
Cycles 1-3

Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 2.1: Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 3.1: Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Cycle 4

Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 2.1: Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 3.1: Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.
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Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:
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Cycles
Cycle 1 - (Sept – Nov)

Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?: We were success in meeting most of our student performance goals.  We met our ELA goals
which was previously one of our lowest scoring areas.  This was exciting.  We either met or was very close to meeting our other academic performance goals.  Where we did not
meet our cycle 1 student performance goals we will increase resources and time to support the teachers.  It is important to note that this campus had a principal resign in October
and has had an interim principal for the last few months.  We have just hired a new principal that began on December 6, 2021.  This should provide some stability and allow us
to meet our cycle 2 student performance goals.

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Rationale: Based o the ESF self-assessment process (because we will be getting a new ESF Diagnostic this year, the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) has determined that
Essential Action 4.1 would be a targeted area for improvement that would lead to change in teacher practice and establish a strong foundation for improving student performance
at the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment (LAFA) modules as the primary capacity
building  approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  The TIL LAFA training and support will provide campus and district leaders
the ability to build the capacity of educators that they manage.  TIL LAFA consists of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district
administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of LAFA.  There will be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership
team including the principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One on one coaching
will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and coaching is aligned the the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The district is focused on implementing the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
of Lone Star Governance (LSG).  LSG provides the foundation mindsets of change and growth for the district and has been communicated through efforts beginning in June
2021.  The ESF Diagnostic was completed in March 2021 and was shared, communicated, digested, and discussed multiple times during parent, family, student and teacher
discussion groups.  This was the first effort to communicate upcoming priorities.  In June 2021 the CLT met to complete Cycle 4 of the Targeted Improvement Plan which
identified several steps that would be taken during June-August 2021 to establish implementation plans to address Essential Action 4.1.  This work was successful in that the
district also received the ESF-Focused Grant to provide funds to target specifically the identified focus areas.  The focus for the campus is to always present staff/CLT with data
to see a current picture of the performance of the campus.  This data transparency effort is what has been most successful at this campus for building buy-in , motivation, and
urgency at the campus.  Implementation of the ESC 19 TIL LAFA processes also builds buy-in and addresses teacher actions as well and does a wonderful job at communicating
the alignment and focus on Essential Action 4.1.  Identified priorities are also addressed with parents, students, family, and community through parent involvement activities
identified in the CIP/DIP as well as through quarterly Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and ongoing student orientations.  Community engagement is
extended through communication with community partnerships in the El Paso area.  Finally, DCSI will support Principal and CLT members in communicating and building
capacity to address identified priorities through ongoing, two-way communication.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 school year, 100% of teachers will write and deliver assessments aligned to the level of rigor for all students to achieve
the "meets" level of performance on state assessments.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality assessment aligned to STAAR rigor are developed and implemented.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the first 90-day cycle, the Master Teacher will be collaboratively working with all teachers to develop a deeper understanding of
standards through the learned lesson alignment process from initial TIL LAFA training so that teachers can have a deeper understanding of their standards.
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District Actions: Sign ESC 19 TIL LAFA  implementation agreement.  DCSI will attend the two-day face-to-face LAFA  training with the CLT and the 1 day LAFA DCSI
specific training from ESC 19.   DCSI will meet monthly with Master Teacher to address specific needs in lesson planning and address potential challenges.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: We met our 90 days goal because of strong implementation of TIL Lesson Alignment processes and our continued work with ESC 19.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Deliver the two-day initial professional development and leadership training for DCSI,
principal, and teachers to launch Lesson Alignment for the Fall 2021 semester. (TIL LAFA Checklist and
Agreement with ESC 19 is attached in the addendum section of the plan)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: ESC 19 Documents demonstrating attendance and
participation in training sessions Completed ESC 19 Calendar and Schedule Template completed
and approved by DCSI & Observation Feedback scripts for teachers.
Person(s) Responsible: Master Teacher, Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 19 TIL LAFA Team
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 3, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: October 29,
2021
Funding Sources: LAFA Agreement with ESC 19 - 6200-Professional and contracted services
 - $8,500, Supplies & Materials - 6300-Supplies and materials - $1,000

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Calendar the PLC meetings, Interim Assessments, and  teacher observations and feedback
cycles for the school year, and structure the PLC agenda and summary documents.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: PLC Calendar with specific dates for all content area
PLC every 3 weeks, Agenda and Summary Documents from the first 2 PLCs that were
conducted during this cycle.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal, Master Teacher  CLT
Resources Needed: Exemplars,  Agendas and Summary Documents
Instructional Calendar
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 31, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: September 7,
2021
Funding Sources: Substitutes and Extra Duty Pay - 6100-Payroll - $1,800, Supplies and
Materials - 6300-Supplies and materials - $1,000

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Conduct and collect BOY data for all STAAR tested subject areas and use PLC to review
BOY data.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: BOY Data Reports
Person(s) Responsible: PEIMS, District Testing Coordinator, Master Teacher, Principal
Resources Needed: Access and student data uploads into the BOY Assessment system
Addresses an Identified Challenge:

Start Date: September 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: September
13, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Implement Day 3 of TIL LAFA bases content and first LAFA Lab with ESC 19 TIL Team.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: LAFA Professional Development Certificates and
LAFA Lab Results
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 19 TIL LAFA Team
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 13, 2021 - Frequency: Quarterly - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021
Funding Sources: Travel to Professional Development - 6400-Other operating costs - $1,000

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: ESC 19 TIL LAFA Team onsite data collection visit.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Calendar and results of ESC 19 TIL LAFA onsite visit.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 19 TIL LAFA Team
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 13, 2021 - Frequency: Quarterly - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 6 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 6: Conduct November 2020 interim Assessment.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: November Interim Assessment Data Reports
Person(s) Responsible: PEIMS, District Testing Coordinator, Master Teacher, Principal
Resources Needed: Access and student data uploaded into the Interim Assessment system
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: November 1, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date:
November 8, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Adhering to established calendars for PLC, lesson
planning, and formative/summative assessment development.  Coaching teachers utilizing the previously learned "Action Coaching" process.  Supporting new and tenured
teachers in learning new skill sets that change teacher behavior so that they don't get overwhelmed.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Having a strong campus level master calendar that clearly defines all core leadership tasks. Introduction of the TIL
LAFA process and expectations to staff to explain how LAFA connects and builds on previous learning (Action Coaching). Communication to staff about how LAFA moves the
campus forward with stronger student performance.
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Cycle 1 - (Sept – Nov)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: Based o the ESF self-assessment process (because we will be getting a new ESF Diagnostic this year, the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) has determined that
Essential Action 4.1 would be a targeted area for improvement that would lead to change in teacher practice and establish a strong foundation for improving student performance
at the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment (LAFA) module approach in which training
and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  The TIL LAFA training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of
educators that they manage.  TIL LAFA consists of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete
instructional leadership skills in the area of LAFA.  There will be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team including the principal and
the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One on one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The
training and coaching is aligned the the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The district is focused on implementing the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
of Lone Star Governance (LSG).  LSG provides the foundation mindsets of change and growth for the district and has been communicated through efforts beginning in June
2021.  The ESF Diagnostic was completed in March 2021 and was shared, communicated, digested, and discussed multiple times during parent, family, student and teacher
discussion groups.  This was the first effort to communicate upcoming priorities.  In June 2021 the CLT met to complete Cycle 4 of the Targeted Improvement Plan which
identified several steps that would be taken during June-August 2021 to establish implementation plans to address Essential Action 4.1.  This work was successful in that the
district also received the ESF-Focused Grant to provide funds to target specifically the identified focus areas.  The focus for the campus is to always present staff/CLT with data
to see a current picture of the performance of the campus.  This data transparency effort is what has been most successful at this campus for building buy-in , motivation, and
urgency at the campus.  Implementation of the ESC 19 TIL LAFA processes also builds buy-in and addresses teacher actions as well and does a wonderful job at communicating
the alignment and focus on Essential Action 4.1.  Identified priorities are also addressed with parents, students, family, and community through parent involvement activities
identified in the CIP/DIP as well as through quarterly Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and ongoing student orientations.  Community engagement is
extended through communication with community partnerships in the El Paso area.  Finally, DCSI will support Principal and CLT members in communicating and building
capacity to address identified priorities through ongoing, two-way communication.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of 2021-2022 school year, all teachers will be receiving lesson planning feedback prior to lesson delivery 100% of the time that
addresses the effective use of high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and
scaffolded support for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student groups.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality instructional delivery by all teachers where students are doing the cognitive lift.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the first 90-days, the Master Teacher will be collaboratively working with all teachers on  development and implementation of strong
routines and procedures that maximize instructional time.

District Actions: Sign ESC 19 TIL LAFA Checklist and Agreement.  DCSI will attend the two-day face-to-face LAFA training with the CLT and the 1 day LAFA DCSI
specific training from ESC 19.   DCSI will meet monthly with Master Teacher to address specific needs in lesson planning and address potential challenges.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: We were able to meet our 90-day outcome based on the work and commitment of feedback of the Master Teacher.
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Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Hire a master teacher to help provide training and ongoing support so that teachers
effectively use high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote
critical-thinking  skills and included differentiated and scaffolding support for students with disabilities,
emergent bilingual learners and other student subgroups.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Collection of lesson plan and feedback, PLC agendas
and observation feedback scripts.
Person(s) Responsible: Human Resources, CDSI, Principal
Resources Needed: Funding for position, Viable applicant pool of candidates.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 2, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: October 29,
2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Teachers will implement best practices for establishing and maintaining a strong classroom
culture, including setting behavioral expectations, establishing routines and procedures that maximize
instructional time, and building strong relationships.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson plans developed and submitted on Forethought
will reviewed by Principal and Master Teacher and provide feedback.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Substitutes for PLC's access to Forethought.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 16, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021
Funding Sources: Supplies and Materials - 6300-Supplies and materials - $3,533, Travel to
Professional Development - 6400-Other operating costs - $2,050

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Campus instructional leaders will hire and instructional aide to ensure that teachers are
effectively using high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote
critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and scaffolding supports for students with disabilities,
emergent bilingual learners, and other student groups.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson plans submitted by teachers will be reviewed
and feedback will be provided to teachers prior to implementation to ensure that students have
mastered skills introduced by teachers with exemplars and exit ticket.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Educational Aide to monitor EL and students with disabilities, provide
ongoing support via intervention and reteaching opportunities. Engage parental support via
phone calls or person to person meetings
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 7, 2021 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: October 29,
2021
Funding Sources: Instructional Aide/Paraprofessional - 6100-Payroll - $22,440

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Hire an additional ELA teacher for the campus to address specific high needs with student
performance

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Employment records showing employment, PEIMS
data systems showing a teacher in the classroom at the campus, attendance rosters as the teacher
of record.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: HR Hiring and Recruitment Resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: September 1, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date:
September 30, 2021
Funding Sources: ELA Teacher - 6100-Payroll - $50,714

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Adhering to the calendar that is established for
collaboration.  Following the collaborative lesson planning system established by DCSI.  Supporting new teachers so that they don't get overwhelmed in the lesson planning
process.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Having a strong calendar that has clearly defined collaborative planning time with Master Teacher.  Introduction of the
TIL LAFA process and expectations to staff to explain what LAFA is and how it expands off of learning from last school year. Communication to staff about how LAFA work
together alongside of action coaching to ensure student success.
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Cycle 2 - (Dec – Feb)
Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?: We did not meet our student performance goals.  This is incredibly disappointing for the campus. 
There has been significant turmoil in the Principal role.  We started the year with a principal and 6 weeks in the individual left the campus.  Then just before the winter break we
hired a tenured principal that we were excited about.  That individual stayed 3 weeks before she took another position at another district.  In between the gaps of direct leadership
of the campus, the principal from TPHS El Paso East was providing support.  The principal from El Paso East decided to leave the district as well from one day to the next.  as a
result of the individual leaving, it became evident that very little support was being provided to the West campus.  In the process we  also lost an ELA teacher on the campus. 
Once we did select a principal in late February 2022, we selected a current employee who was teaching Algebra I so now there is a vacancy in math.  Basically, the loss of
principal and other employees has been a significant factor and is creating instability at the campus.  Finally, the week of benchmark assessment that was problems with the
Texas Interim Assessment system and many students were unable to access and it was the week where TPHS Central Office was working to fill two principal positions.  Overall,
we met the action steps and the 90 day cycles, but chaos at the end of the cycle created some significant gaps in student performance.

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Rationale: Based o the ESF self-assessment process (because we will be getting a new ESF Diagnostic this year, the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) has determined that
Essential Action 4.1 would be a targeted area for improvement that would lead to change in teacher practice and establish a strong foundation for improving student performance
at the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment (LAFA) modules as the primary capacity
building  approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  The TIL LAFA training and support will provide campus and district leaders
the ability to build the capacity of educators that they manage.  TIL LAFA consists of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district
administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of LAFA.  There will be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership
team including the principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One on one coaching
will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and coaching is aligned the the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The district is focused on implementing the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
of Lone Star Governance (LSG).  LSG provides the foundation mindsets of change and growth for the district and has been communicated through efforts beginning in June
2021.  The ESF Diagnostic was completed in March 2021 and was shared, communicated, digested, and discussed multiple times during parent, family, student and teacher
discussion groups.  This was the first effort to communicate upcoming priorities.  In June 2021 the CLT met to complete Cycle 4 of the Targeted Improvement Plan which
identified several steps that would be taken during June-August 2021 to establish implementation plans to address Essential Action 4.1.  This work was successful in that the
district also received the ESF-Focused Grant to provide funds to target specifically the identified focus areas.  The focus for the campus is to always present staff/CLT with data
to see a current picture of the performance of the campus.  This data transparency effort is what has been most successful at this campus for building buy-in , motivation, and
urgency at the campus.  Implementation of the ESC 19 TIL LAFA processes also builds buy-in and addresses teacher actions as well and does a wonderful job at communicating
the alignment and focus on Essential Action 4.1.  Identified priorities are also addressed with parents, students, family, and community through parent involvement activities
identified in the CIP/DIP as well as through quarterly Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and ongoing student orientations.  Community engagement is
extended through communication with community partnerships in the El Paso area.  Finally, DCSI will support Principal and CLT members in communicating and building
capacity to address identified priorities through ongoing, two-way communication.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 school year, 100% of teachers will write and deliver assessments aligned to the level of rigor for all students to achieve
the "meets" level of performance on state assessments.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality assessment aligned to STAAR rigor are developed and implemented.

Desired 90-day Outcome: Revised on 3/4/22: By the end of the second 90-day cycle, all teachers will be developing and implementing aligned formative and summative
assessments to the rigor of the STAAR assessment using quality exit ticket success criteria and the lesson alignment quality checklist tool from Texas Instructional Leadership.
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District Actions: DCSI will ensure fidelity of implementation to lesson planning structures through site-visits and participating practice and implementation labs conducted by
Region 19 TIL team.  Ongoing support, communication and accountability with Master Teacher and Principal will be a priority.  Finally, direct support by DCSI to the new
campus pricnipal.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: TPHS West staff received initial training on Lesson Alignment from ESC 19 and we have received follow up coaching from DCSI and ESC 19 to help
transition into the developing lessons with rigor.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Continue collaborative lesson planning with content teacher and the master teacher.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson planning checklist and lesson plan documents
created as a result of the collaborative planning.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Calendared planning time for content teachers and TIL Lesson Alignment
resources for exit tickets and exemplar responses.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Master Teacher Monthly C&I Meeting led by DCSI via Zoom.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the meeting.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing facilities and TIL Observation & Feedback resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
28, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Weekly Principal Support Zoom calls to monitor implementation and focus on TIP and TIL
Lesson Alignment implementation.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the call.  Also any
identified interventions.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Zoom Video Conferencing
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: DCSI Implementation Site-Visits

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Site-visit travel information, visit agendas, and visit
summary documentation
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Central Office travel support
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: Lesson Alignment leadership coaching and practice labs as well as implementation
verification supported by ESC 19 TIL team.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed visits, agendas, and summary information.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 19 TIL LAFA Agreement/Contract
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 6 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 6: TIL Lesson Alignment Support from ESC 19 for New Campus Principal

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Documentation, Agendas, Professional Development,
and Site-Visit Documentation
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: TIL Lesson Alignment contract/agreement as well as TIL Lesson
Alignment resources and materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: Identifying this as met because
the new principal was only on campus for 3 weeks before she left for
another position

Step 7 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 7: Revision on 3/4/22: Master Teacher will utilize the Lesson Alignment Observation Tool
from TIL to give feedback to teachers on the quality of formative and summative assessments

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson alignment tools completed from Master
Teacher
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Lesson Alignment Observation Tool from TIL
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: November 22, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Staying focused on the work by leadership and teachers
because there are so many things that can derail us on a daily basis.  Ensuring fidelity of implementation will be important.  Having a new principal on campus that just joined on
December 6, 2021 will also be a challenge in just getting the individual caught up on training and implementation processes.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Action steps #2, 3,4, and 6 address the specific challenges identified.
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Cycle 2 - (Dec – Feb)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: Based o the ESF self-assessment process (because we will be getting a new ESF Diagnostic this year, the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) has determined that
Essential Action 4.1 would be a targeted area for improvement that would lead to change in teacher practice and establish a strong foundation for improving student performance
at the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment (LAFA) module approach in which training
and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  The TIL LAFA training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of
educators that they manage.  TIL LAFA consists of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete
instructional leadership skills in the area of LAFA.  There will be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team including the principal and
the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One on one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The
training and coaching is aligned the the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The district is focused on implementing the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
of Lone Star Governance (LSG).  LSG provides the foundation mindsets of change and growth for the district and has been communicated through efforts beginning in June
2021.  The ESF Diagnostic was completed in March 2021 and was shared, communicated, digested, and discussed multiple times during parent, family, student and teacher
discussion groups.  This was the first effort to communicate upcoming priorities.  In June 2021 the CLT met to complete Cycle 4 of the Targeted Improvement Plan which
identified several steps that would be taken during June-August 2021 to establish implementation plans to address Essential Action 4.1.  This work was successful in that the
district also received the ESF-Focused Grant to provide funds to target specifically the identified focus areas.  The focus for the campus is to always present staff/CLT with data
to see a current picture of the performance of the campus.  This data transparency effort is what has been most successful at this campus for building buy-in , motivation, and
urgency at the campus.  Implementation of the ESC 19 TIL LAFA processes also builds buy-in and addresses teacher actions as well and does a wonderful job at communicating
the alignment and focus on Essential Action 4.1.  Identified priorities are also addressed with parents, students, family, and community through parent involvement activities
identified in the CIP/DIP as well as through quarterly Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and ongoing student orientations.  Community engagement is
extended through communication with community partnerships in the El Paso area.  Finally, DCSI will support Principal and CLT members in communicating and building
capacity to address identified priorities through ongoing, two-way communication.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of 2021-2022 school year, all teachers will be receiving lesson planning feedback prior to lesson delivery 100% of the time that
addresses the effective use of high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and
scaffolded support for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student groups.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality instructional delivery by all teachers where students are doing the cognitive lift.

Desired 90-day Outcome: Revised on 3/4/22: By the end of the second 90-day cycle, the Master Teacher will be collaboratively working with all teachers on development of
differentiated pathways of instruction leading all students to lesson understanding during the collaborative lesson planning time as measured by student mastery on daily exit
tickets.

District Actions: DCSI will continue to provide support to the Master Teacher and Principal to implement collaborative lesson planning via professional development,
communication, and accountability to the implementation of action steps.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: Master Teacher is coaching, monitoring and modeling staff on implementing Lesson Alignment with fidelity.
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Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Provide Master Teacher necessary training regarding differentiation and support needed to
develop quality plans.  This will be coordinated as a part of previous TIL Action Coaching (now
Observation and Feedback) waterfall, and support with special populations staff at the campus.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson plan alignment between lesson objective and
exit ticket and demonstrated pathways to achieve mastery for all students.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: TIL Action Coaching resources previously implemented and TIL Lesson
Alignment resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Master Teacher Monthly C&I Meeting led by DCSI via Zoom.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the meeting.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing facilities and TIL Observation & Feedback resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
28, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Master Teacher will continue to work collaboratively with content teachers to develop
differentiated pathways of instruction that move students to mastery of lesson objective.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Coaching session scripts and lesson plan development.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: TIL resources and special population resources from campus and central
office
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: February 28,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Added from TEA Feedback: Master Teacher will collect weekly samples of student
performance on exit tickets to analyze success in the differentiated pathways of instruction in the
collaborative planning time and PLC.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Sample of daily exit tickets each week.
Person(s) Responsible: Master Teacher and Principal
Resources Needed: TIL Lesson Alignment resources, lesson plans, and copy of exit tickets
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: November 22, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Ensuring that leadership stays focused on the action steps
and is implementing systems with fidelity that leads to teacher/professional practice behavioral changes.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Specifically, action step #2 addresses the challenge identified.
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Cycle 3 - (Mar – May)
Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?: Yes, we did achieve a most of our goals.  Primarily is was the consistency of implementation and
support of ESC in TIL Lesson Alignment systems, process, and resources including professional development, practice labs, implementation site-visits, coaching and support.

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Rationale: Based o the ESF self-assessment process (because we will be getting a new ESF Diagnostic this year, the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) has determined that
Essential Action 4.1 would be a targeted area for improvement that would lead to change in teacher practice and establish a strong foundation for improving student performance
at the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment (LAFA) modules as the primary capacity
building  approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  The TIL LAFA training and support will provide campus and district leaders
the ability to build the capacity of educators that they manage.  TIL LAFA consists of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district
administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of LAFA.  There will be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership
team including the principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One on one coaching
will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and coaching is aligned the the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The district is focused on implementing the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
of Lone Star Governance (LSG).  LSG provides the foundation mindsets of change and growth for the district and has been communicated through efforts beginning in June
2021.  The ESF Diagnostic was completed in March 2021 and was shared, communicated, digested, and discussed multiple times during parent, family, student and teacher
discussion groups.  This was the first effort to communicate upcoming priorities.  In June 2021 the CLT met to complete Cycle 4 of the Targeted Improvement Plan which
identified several steps that would be taken during June-August 2021 to establish implementation plans to address Essential Action 4.1.  This work was successful in that the
district also received the ESF-Focused Grant to provide funds to target specifically the identified focus areas.  The focus for the campus is to always present staff/CLT with data
to see a current picture of the performance of the campus.  This data transparency effort is what has been most successful at this campus for building buy-in , motivation, and
urgency at the campus.  Implementation of the ESC 19 TIL LAFA processes also builds buy-in and addresses teacher actions as well and does a wonderful job at communicating
the alignment and focus on Essential Action 4.1.  Identified priorities are also addressed with parents, students, family, and community through parent involvement activities
identified in the CIP/DIP as well as through quarterly Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and ongoing student orientations.  Community engagement is
extended through communication with community partnerships in the El Paso area.  Finally, DCSI will support Principal and CLT members in communicating and building
capacity to address identified priorities through ongoing, two-way communication.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 school year, 100% of teachers will write and deliver assessments aligned to the level of rigor for all students to achieve
the "meets" level of performance on state assessments.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality assessment aligned to STAAR rigor are developed and implemented.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the third 90-day cycle, all teachers will be developing and implementing aligned formative and summative assessments to the rigor of
the STAAR assessment based evidence collected through TIL lesson alignment success criteria and the Lesson Alignment Observation Tool from TIL.

District Actions: DCSI is supporting the principal with weekly principal support calls. The DCSI has also established a plan with ESC 19 TIL team to support the new principal
in ensuring that lesson alignment feedback and support for teachers remains a priority. DCSI will also continue to conduct C&I support calls to address any upcoming challenges
and provide ongoing coaching with action steps to the principal.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: The implementation of the TIL Lesson Alignment processes including the implementation of ongoing observation and feedback to the teachers by the
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principal and Master Teacher.

Did you achieve your annual outcome? Why or why not?: Yes  .The implementation of the TIL Lesson Alignment processes including the implementation of ongoing
observation and feedback to the teachers by the principal and Master Teacher.  There was a focus on exit tickets and implementing exit tickets with the identified success criteria
on a consistent bases.  Also support from ESC 19 TIL team (Nellie Ugarte) and site-visits/practice labs supported implementation and reaching our annual outcome.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Campus staff and leadership will participate in a full day Lesson Alignment Professional
Development Lab through ESC 19 TIL team.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Participation in the training and certificates of
attendance from the Region 19 ESC TIL team.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: TIL ESC 19 Contract
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: March 11,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: DCSI Site-Visits: DCSI will visit the campus and work with the Principal to collect data on
the implementation of Lesson Alignment practices from TIL by utilizing the Lesson Alignment Observation
Tool. DCSI will complete two (2) site visits in the 90 day cycle. DCSI will also conduct debrief and
coaching with action step for the Principal.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Travel records, principal action step tracker, and
summary/debrief notes from the visit (script)
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: TIL Lesson Alignment Observation Took and travel plans from TPHS
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: April 29, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: ESC 19 TIL team will prove implementation support to the principal through calibrated site
visits and lesson alignment lab conducted this 90-day cycle. One site-visit will be conducted and one
additional practice lab. Due to changes in leadership, DCSI and ESC 19 TIL team have working out a
support plan to support the campus principal in the transition so that the work of lesson alignment is
sustained. This will consist of twice monthly visits to the campus to walk through classrooms and provide
feedback and debrief sessions with teachers utilizing the Lesson Alignment Observation Tool.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Participation and meeting summaries/debriefs from
ESC 19 TIL Team.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 19 TIL Lesson Alignment Team
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: May 20, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: The challenges that will be faced during this 90 day cycle
will be the fact that the Master Teacher who was primarily responsible for implementing the system is now the Principal at the TPHS El Paso East campus.   The new principal
at this campus was the previous math teacher so he is familiar with the TIL process from a teacher perspective but not from an administrator coaching perspective.  The previous
principal at the campus unexpectedly left from one day to the next and so the transition has been a challenge.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: DCSI is supporting the principal with weekly principal support calls. The DCSI has also established a plan with ESC 19
TIL team to support the new principal in ensuring that lesson alignment feedback and support for teachers remains a priority.  ESC 19 will do some "hand over hand"
walkthrough with the principal and start having him participate in the leadership coaching model by observing and dialoging with the ESC 19 TIL team twice monthly. 
 DCSI will also continue to conduct C&I support calls to address any upcoming challenges and provide ongoing coaching with action steps to the principal.
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Cycle 3 - (Mar – May)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: Based o the ESF self-assessment process (because we will be getting a new ESF Diagnostic this year, the Campus Leadership Team (CLT) has determined that
Essential Action 4.1 would be a targeted area for improvement that would lead to change in teacher practice and establish a strong foundation for improving student performance
at the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment (LAFA) module approach in which training
and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  The TIL LAFA training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of
educators that they manage.  TIL LAFA consists of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete
instructional leadership skills in the area of LAFA.  There will be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team including the principal and
the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One on one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The
training and coaching is aligned the the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The district is focused on implementing the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
of Lone Star Governance (LSG).  LSG provides the foundation mindsets of change and growth for the district and has been communicated through efforts beginning in June
2021.  The ESF Diagnostic was completed in March 2021 and was shared, communicated, digested, and discussed multiple times during parent, family, student and teacher
discussion groups.  This was the first effort to communicate upcoming priorities.  In June 2021 the CLT met to complete Cycle 4 of the Targeted Improvement Plan which
identified several steps that would be taken during June-August 2021 to establish implementation plans to address Essential Action 4.1.  This work was successful in that the
district also received the ESF-Focused Grant to provide funds to target specifically the identified focus areas.  The focus for the campus is to always present staff/CLT with data
to see a current picture of the performance of the campus.  This data transparency effort is what has been most successful at this campus for building buy-in , motivation, and
urgency at the campus.  Implementation of the ESC 19 TIL LAFA processes also builds buy-in and addresses teacher actions as well and does a wonderful job at communicating
the alignment and focus on Essential Action 4.1.  Identified priorities are also addressed with parents, students, family, and community through parent involvement activities
identified in the CIP/DIP as well as through quarterly Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and ongoing student orientations.  Community engagement is
extended through communication with community partnerships in the El Paso area.  Finally, DCSI will support Principal and CLT members in communicating and building
capacity to address identified priorities through ongoing, two-way communication.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of 2021-2022 school year, all teachers will be receiving lesson planning feedback prior to lesson delivery 100% of the time that
addresses the effective use of high-quality instructional materials and research-based teaching practices that promote critical-thinking skills and include differentiated and
scaffolded support for students with disabilities, English learners, and other student groups.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality instructional delivery by all teachers where students are doing the cognitive lift.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the third 90-day cycle, the Master Teacher will be collaboratively working with all teachers on development of differentiated pathways
of instruction leading all students to lesson understanding during the collaborative lesson planning time.

District Actions: DCSI is supporting the principal with weekly principal support calls. The DCSI has also established a plan with ESC 19 TIL team to support the new
principal in ensuring that lesson alignment feedback and support for teachers remains a priority. DCSI will also continue to conduct C&I support calls to address any upcoming
challenges and provide ongoing coaching with action steps to the principal.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: Because of a change in leadership, the Master Teacher became the principal and this 90 day outcome was completed but by the principal.  We feel strongly
that our student performance shows that the work done by the principal in this case was effective and we did meet our 90 day outcome.
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Did you achieve your annual outcome? Why or why not?: Yes.  Leadership was able to meet the annual outcome with the support of TIL Lesson Alignment tools, site visits,
practice labs, and coaching support by both Master Teacher and principal.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Provide Principal necessary practice/"at-bats" in differentiation and support needed to
develop quality plans. This will be coordinated as a part of previous TIL Action Coaching (now
Observation and Feedback) waterfall, and support with special populations staff at the campus.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson plan alignment between lesson objective and
exit ticket and demonstrated pathways to achieve mastery for all students.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: TIL Action Coaching resources previously implemented and TIL Lesson
Alignment resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: April 29, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Monthly C&I Meeting led by DCSI via Zoom to stay on track with implementation of TIP
action steps and TIL Lesson Alignment.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the meeting
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing facilities and TIL Observation & Feedback Resoruces
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Principal will work collaboratively with content teachers to develop differentiated pathways
of instruction that move students to mastery of lesson objective as evidenced by mastery of student exit
tickets.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Coaching session scripts and lesson plan development
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: TIL resources and special population resources from campus and central
office
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Added from TEA Feedback: Principal will collect weekly samples of student performance
on exit tickets to analyze success in the differentiated pathways of instruction in the collaborative planning
time and PLC.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Sample of daily exit tickets each week.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: TIL Lesson Alignment resources, lesson plans, and copy of exit ticket
student peformance
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: The challenges that will be faced during this 90 day cycle
will be the fact that the Master Teacher who was primarily responsible for implementing the system is now the Principal at the TPHS El Paso East campus. The previous
principal at the campus unexpectedly left from one day to the next and so the transition has been a challenge. Keep a priority on lesson planning while transitioning into the
principal role will be a huge challenge.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: DCSI is supporting the principal with weekly principal support calls. The DCSI has also established a plan with ESC 19
TIL team to support the new principal in ensuring that lesson alignment feedback and support for teachers remains a priority. DCSI will also continue to conduct C&I support
calls to address any upcoming challenges and provide ongoing coaching with action steps to the principal.
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Cycle 4 - (Jun – Aug)

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Rationale: TPHS El Paso West Campus Leadership Team utilized the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions Success Criteria document and the recently completed 
Effective Schools Framework Diagnostic completed in April 2022, to determine  that  the assessment calendar does not demonstrate scheduled times for reteach, no scope and
sequence was observed, and all the components for high quality instructional materials are not present including high quality assessments aligned to the rigor of the standard,
essential questions,  and differentiated pathways for diverse learners.  It is also noted in the ESF Diagnostic that teachers reported inconsistent lesson plan feedback with very
little detail or action steps. Finally the ESF Diagnostic demonstrates that there is no identified HQIM for content areas.   If the campus selects and implements high quality
instructional materials and provide ongoing coaching and support to teachers in using the materials, the campus will achieve full implementation on the key practice for
Effective Schools Framework Lever 4.  This will also continue to improve student outcomes for the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? TPHS El Paso West campus will use the Texas Instructional Leadership approach in which training and support will be
provided to campus and district leaders.  The Texas Instructional Leadership training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of
educators they manage.  Texas Instructional Leadership consists of a suite of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators
grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area  Lesson Alignment (LA) and Formative Assessment (FO).  There will be three days of face-to-face professional
development for the campus leadership team, including the DCSI, Principal and Master Teacher on Formative Assessment.  There will also be a refresher training on Lesson
Alignment conducted in the Summer 2022.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher to ensure implementation of Lesson
Alignment and Formative Assessment..  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher.  The training and coaching are aligned to the best
practices described in the Effective School Framework.  ESC 19 and TPHS El Paso West have a  Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment implementation plan addressing
the training schedule, coaching component, and on-site visit support and feedback touchpoints.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Texas Instructional Leadership  Lesson Alignment and Formative
Assessment focus for the campus will be communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office (Superintendent and Business Office)
through a signed ESC 19 agreement.  Once the agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend three days of face-to-face TIL Data Driven Instruction training
that will build understanding and capacity.  Once the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will develop a rollout plan to bring the
implementation of TIL Formative Assessment processes to the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities
being embedded into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure growth in
student performance.  Parent engagement opportunities include surveys, parent-student-teacher conferences (twice per semester),  and through College, Career, and Military
presentations.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new skills, practices, and
efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.  An example of work that students will engage in is
clearly understanding of exemplars and success criteria when working on standards and daily objectives.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2023, 100% of campus instructional leaders will review lesson plans and provide feedback on a bi-weekly basis to ensure high-quality
instructional materials are being implemented with fidelity, alignment to the scope and sequence, and expected level of rigor.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district policies support the effective use of standards-aligned, high quality instructional materials, assessments,  and actionable
feedback then campus leaders will have high quality instructional materials for teachers and instructional leaders will be able to consistently implement review and feedback of
lesson plans to teachers prior to instructional delivery.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of August 2022, DCSI along with the Campus Leadership Team will have all selected high quality instructional materials available for
teachers (print and online access) with completed teacher and leader professional development prior to the first day of instruction.

District Actions: District staff will ensure that options for high quality instructional materials are provided to the campuses along with samples and materials for evaluation
based on ESF framework.  DCSI will facilitate any vendor presentations and will facilitate the meeting on selecting the appropriate materials for all core content areas.  Finally,
DCSI and central office staff will work together to ensure purchase of materials are prompt and professional development is scheduled for all core content teachers prior to the
first day of instruction.
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Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Campus will select and purchase the high quality instructional materials for mathematics,
English Language Arts, science, and social studies.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed purchase orders and all high quality
instructional materials are available at the campus and online resources are available.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: TPHS Finance Team processing of purchase orders, DCSI & Principal
contact with Vendors.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Schedule and deliver 3 days of face-to-face Ms. Hilda May "Math Made Easy" Algebra I
instructional strategy professional development to math teachers. (July 6, 7, and 8)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training by all math teachers teaching
Algebra I.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: Vendor:  Ms. HIlda May, Math Made Easy, training location, travel
accommodations, and training materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Schedule a 2 day face-to-face professional development for math teachers on the Carnegie
Math System & Mathia program including scope and sequence and quality assessments. (Time frame is
July 2022 based on vendor)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completion of training by Carnegie Math Solutions.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI/Principal
Resources Needed: Vendor:  Carnegie Learning Solutions, training location, travel
accommodations, and training supplies and materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Schedule a 2 day face-to-face professional development for ELA teachers on the Odell
English Language Arts program including scope and sequence and quality assessments. (Time frame is July
2022 based on vendor)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completion of training by Odell English Language
Arts program.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: Vendor:  Odell, training location, travel accommodations, and training
supplies and materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: Schedule a 1 day virtual professional development for science and social studies teachers on
the selected HQIM program including scope and sequence and quality assessments. (Time frame is July
2022 based on vendor)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed virtual training for science and social
studies teachers.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI/Principal
Resources Needed: HQIM Selected Vendors and technology resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges include the following:  scheduling
professional development prior to the first day of instruction based on other training needed for STAAR Redesign, and Texas Instructional Leadership Observation & Feedback
training (TIL OF) and with vendor access and time availability.  Finally, ensuring that print materials and online access is available to teachers prior to professional development.
 An additional challenge is a new principal for the campus.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Action Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 all address potential challenges.
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Cycle 4 - (Jun – Aug)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Rationale: TPHS El Paso West Campus Leadership Team utilized the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions Success Criteria document and the recently completed 
Effective Schools Framework Diagnostic completed in April 2022, to determine  that  training and ongoing support on HQIM is a plan of action currently in place at the the
instructional leadership level to enhance research-based teaching practices and critical thinking skills.   If the campus implements a system of observing and providing teachers
feedback on instructional practices regarding campus instructional leaders providing training and ongoing support so that teachers effectively use high quality instructional
materials and research-based teaching practices that promote critical thinking skills and include differentiated and scaffolded supports for students then the campus will more
effectively move student outcomes forward and the campus will achieve full implementation on the key practice for Effective Schools Framework Lever 5.1.  This will also
continue to improve student outcomes for the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? TPHS El Paso West campus will use the Texas Instructional Leadership approach in which training and support will be
provided to campus and district leaders.  The Texas Instructional Leadership training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of
educators they manage.  Texas Instructional Leadership consists of a suite of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators
grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of Observation & Feedback (OF), Lesson Alignment (LA), and new module of Formative Assessment (FA).  There will
be three days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the DCSI, Principal and Campus Instructional Officer for TIL Observation &
Feedback module.  TPHS El Paso west will continue to implement TIL Lesson Alignment  from 2021-2022 academic year and will refine Observation and Feedback  systems
based on the TIL Principal Action Steps document.  Consist monitoring of TIL Observation & Feedback and Lesson Alignment implementation will continue as well.  Ongoing
implementation support will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and Campus Instructional Officer to ensure implementation of the additional TIL Formative Assessment
module.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher.  The training and coaching are aligned to the best practices described in the
Effective School Framework.  ESC 19 and TPHS El Paso West have a Lesson Alignment and Formative Assessment implementation plan addressing the training schedule,
coaching component, and on-site visit support and feedback touchpoints.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Texas Instructional Leadership Formative Assessment and the continuation
of Lesson Alignment and Observation & Feedback focus for the campus will be communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office
(Superintendent and Business Office) through a signed ESC 19 agreement.  Once the agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend three days of face-to-face
TIL Formative Assessment training that will build understanding and capacity.  Once the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will develop a
rollout plan to bring the implementation of TIL Formative Assessment processes to the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through
connections and activities being embedded into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are
implementing to ensure growth in student performance.  Parent engagement opportunities include surveys, parent-student-teacher conferences (twice per semester),  and through
College, Career, and Military presentations.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will
communicate new skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.  An example of
work that students will engage in is clearly understanding of exemplars and success criteria when working on standards and daily objectives.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2021,  the principal or Master Teacher will be providing weekly coaching through weekly observation and feedback system with action
steps to teachers using the TIL Observation and Feedback cycles focusing on effectively using the selected high quality instructional materials to improve teaching practices and
promote critical thinking.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District provides opportunities for ongoing support and coaching of the campus leaders then the campus leaders will be
provided with a foundation and a plan in which to implement TIP focused interventions and strategies; to ensure adequate planning, implementation, and monitoring systems to
ensure campus performance success.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of August 2022, DCSI, Principal, and Campus Leadership Team will have completed three (3) days of TIL Formative Assessment
professional development and and a prepared Observation & Feedback roll out plan to address ongoing coaching and support of to improve teaching practices and promote
critical thinking.
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District Actions: District staff will ensure that contracts for ESC 19 TIL Formative Assessment contact is signed and that the initial training is calendared and conducted during
this 90-day cycle.  Also, DCSI will conduct bimonthly meetings with Principal to assist in any barriers that are being experienced.  DCSI will ensure that there is a share Google
Drive and Google Calendar so that monitoring of activities can be efficiently and effectively managed.  Finally, DCSI will have ongoing communication between  Campus
Instructional Officer monthly via Zoom. and Principal bi-weekly via Zoom.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:

Why or why not?:

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: DCSI, Principal, Campus Instructional Officer and Campus Leadership Team will attend
Texas Instructional Leadership Formative Assessment training provided by the ESC 19 TIL team in the
beginning of August 2022.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training certificates for all identified staff
members.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: Signed Agreement with ESC 19 TIL Team
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Establish procedures and protocols to implement observation and feedback cycles system
by leadership (Principal and Master Teacher) to ensure implementation of HQIM.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Written procedures and protocols to implement
observation and feedback system.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: TIL Observation and Feedback Resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Calendar TIL Observation and Feedback and Formative Assessment practice labs, "at-bat"
practices, coaching cycles, and implementation site-visits for the 2022-2023 academic year.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed 2022-2023 Instructional Calendar
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: 2022-2023 Approved TPHS Laredo District Calendar and Region 19 TIL
Team Support
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Ongoing virtual (Zoom) meetings with Principal and Master Teachers to review training,
identify challenges/barriers, and plan next steps.  Meetings will be bi-weekly for the Principal and monthly
for the Master Teachers.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Meeting agenda and minutes of meeting.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Zoom Meetings, calendared dates, DDI resources from training.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: August 31, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges include the following:  Adhering to
the calendar that is established for TIL Formative Assessment professional development in August 2022.  Also support for Lesson Alignment refresher in July 2022. 
 Supporting campus instructional leaders on calendaring and managing weekly observation and feedback cycles and the continuation of Lesson Alignment and Formative
Assessment protocols/systems.  Assisting instructional leaders (Principal & Campus Master Teacher) in creating and managing campus specific instructional focus calendar to
meet all the areas will be essential.    An additional challenge is a new principal for the campus.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Action steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 all address potential challenges.
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Campus Based Leadership Team
Committee Role Name Position
Administrator Raquel Ventura Principal

District-level Professional Scott Carothers DCSI

Classroom Teacher Sarah Luna Master Teacher

Classroom Teacher Francisca Silva Special Populations Teacher

Classroom Teacher Francisco Chavez Teacher

Classroom Teacher Jasmin Ramirez Teacher

Non-classroom Professional Irene Baeza Family & Student Services Coordinator
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Campus Grant Funding Summary
6100-Payroll

Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount
1 1 2 Substitutes and Extra Duty Pay $1,800.00

1 2 3 Instructional Aide/Paraprofessional $22,440.00

1 2 4 ELA Teacher $50,714.00

Sub-Total $74,954.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $74,954.00

+/- Difference $0.00

6200-Professional and contracted services
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

1 1 1 LAFA Agreement with ESC 19 $8,500.00

Sub-Total $8,500.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $8,500.00

+/- Difference $0.00

6300-Supplies and materials
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

1 1 1 Supplies & Materials $1,000.00

1 1 2 Supplies and Materials $1,000.00

1 2 2 Supplies and Materials $3,533.00

Sub-Total $5,533.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $5,533.00

+/- Difference $0.00

6400-Other operating costs
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

1 1 4 Travel to Professional Development $1,000.00

1 2 2 Travel to Professional Development $2,050.00

Sub-Total $3,050.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $3,050.00

+/- Difference $0.00
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6400-Other operating costs
Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount

Grand Total Budgeted $92,037.00

Grand Total Spent $92,037.00

+/- Difference $0.00
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Student Data

Core Metrics Sub Metrics Grade Student
Group

Subject
Tested

Performance
Level

Summative
Assessment

% of Assessments

2019
Results

2021
Results

2021 Participation
Rates

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 2022 Accountability Goal
Assessment

Type
Formative

Goal
Actual
Results

Assessment
Type

Formative
Goal

Actual
Results

Summative
Goal

Actual
Results

1. Student
Achievement

# of Students at Approaches, Meets, and
Masters

All All Reading Approaches STAAR 50 33 98 Interim
Assessment 50 33 Interim

Assessment 70 18 80 84

All All Reading Meets STAAR 19 21 98 Interim
Assessment 20 21 Interim

Assessment 30 0 40 59

All All Reading Masters STAAR 0 0 98 Interim
Assessment 3 0 Interim

Assessment 8 0 10 0

All All Mathematics Approaches STAAR 100 100 100 Interim
Assessment 100 100 Interim

Assessment 100 43 100 100

All All Mathematics Meets STAAR 58 14 100 Interim
Assessment 25 14 Interim

Assessment 38 0 50 66

All All Mathematics Masters STAAR 0 0 100 Interim
Assessment 3 0 Interim

Assessment 8 0 10 33

All All Science Approaches STAAR 65 50 92 Interim
Assessment 55 50 Interim

Assessment 60 41 70 75

All All Science Meets STAAR 12 10 92 Interim
Assessment 15 10 Interim

Assessment 22 8 30 25

All All Science Masters STAAR 0 0 92 Interim
Assessment 3 0 Interim

Assessment 8 0 10 13

All All Social
Studies Approaches STAAR 93 61 77 Interim

Assessment 65 61 Interim
Assessment 75 100 80 74

All All Social
Studies Meets STAAR 74 17 77 Interim

Assessment 20 17 Interim
Assessment 25 71 30 74

All All Social
Studies Masters STAAR 44 11 77 Interim

Assessment 5 11 Interim
Assessment 10 14 15 0

2. Closing the
Gaps

Focus
1 Academic Achievement All All Students Reading N/A STAAR 19 21 98 Interim

Assessment 20 21 Interim
Assessment 30 0 40 59

Focus
2 Academic Achievement All All Students Mathematics N/A STAAR 58 14 92 Interim

Assessment 25 14 Interim
Assessment 38 0 50 66

Focus
3

School Quality/College & Career
Readiness All Econ Disadv All N/A Graduation Rate 24 24 100 Other 35 35 Other 35 66 35 40
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2021-2022 Academic Performance Goals 

TPHS El Paso West 

 

1. TPHS El Paso West ELA student performance will achieve 40% in the “meets” or 

above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic subgroups 

on the 2021-2022 STAAR English I and English II assessments. 

2. TPHS El Paso West Algebra I student performance will achieve 50% in the 

“meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic 

subgroups on the 2021-2022 STAAR Algebra I assessments. 

3. TPHS El Paso West Biology student performance will achieve 30% in the 

“meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic 

subgroups on the 2021-2022 STAAR Biology assessments. 

4. TPHS El Paso West US History student performance will achieve 40% in the 

“meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic 

subgroups on the 2021-2022 STAAR US History assessments. 

 



2022

2025

2026

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

CCMR Goal Attainment

Overall CCMR Outcome 35%
PM #1 - College Readiness 18%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 22%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 5%

Overall CCMR Outcome 42%
PM #1 - College Readiness 21%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 25%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 7%

Overall CCMR Outcome 50%
PM #1 - College Readiness 24%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 28%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 8%

Overall CCMR Outcome 55%
PM #1 - College Readiness 27%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 31%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 9%

Overall CCMR Outcome 60%
PM #1 - College Readiness 30%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 34%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 10%

Triumph Public High Schools Rio Grande Valley
Board Approved CCMR Targets

Charter Holder Board Approved  |  August 7, 2021

2023

2024

PM = 
Progress 
Measure

Targets above are established for the following student populations for both the 
district and individual campuses:

All Students 
Hispanic

Economically Disadvantaged
Limited English Proficient/English Learner

Special Education
Continuously & Non-Continuously Enrolled











Triumph Public High Schools El Paso 
Campus:  El Paso East and West 

 

Targeted Improvement Plan December 17, 2021 Artifact 
Submission 

 
 
In the artifact submission, the Observation Tool is used and is completed by Master Teacher 
and/or Principal.  Also included are tools utilized by ESC 19 staff and DCSI on a recent 
implementation site-visit. 
 
Because the campuses are small, all classes are co-taught with the other campus, so one tool 
would represent a class one both the East and West campus. 
 
I look forward to discussing this artifact at our upcoming call.   
 
 
 

 
 











Sylvia Trillo & Elizabeth Waldrop(R) 11/18/2021 9:08 AM

 We will learn how to identify the different types of osmosis. (posted)

No evidence of success criteria on the lesson plan
or during the lesson.

Copy of exit ticket is provided.

Lesson plan is attached.









11/18/21 9:40 AM

We will be able to connect the author's purpose and the theme of the poem.

Ines Estorga (R)/Andrea Lopez

Exit ticket that was identified did not meet the criteria 
established for an exit ticket.  This was more like a
really awesome instructional activity.

No evidence of success criteria seen during observation
or on the lesson plan.

Was not measureable.



The lesson activities were great but the items that was
identified as an exit ticket is really just another lesson
activity.  Overall lesson activities were strong but no real
exit ticket to compare to.

NOte:  There was a bit of confusion on the lesson objective.  On the projected screen it listed the objective 
that I wrote on the top of this LA review.  However on the lesson plan there was a different lesson objective.

LP Objective:  We will share our responses to the Diving Deeper Questions by providing our answers,
evidence, and connection.  

During the observaton it seemed as if the LP Objective was an actual lesson strategy.
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Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment 

' 

IW VvtU I "� Date&nme 
t __....__ _ __. �----------- 

Today's Lesson Objective: }I lt l. t ( U t1 LL\ l u, - ,d_ ..c.,t 
t I f L(, 

Teacher Name 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objecnve 

Lesson Objectives 

Data Driven: rooted In what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student won<, formative as.sessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s 

Fwrp•R II ame 
Demonstrates full m.astery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticlcet response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present In 
the student res nse 

Student friendly lansuage 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what Is most Important 

Allgned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 

I r, 
( I L 

- , aran 
' J_ ti 

( /l't( I 

, • '-t.._ 

Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied In format: gives a complete picture 
of what students understilnd l 

;;;'I TEXAS 

ril II LEADERSHIP 1 
C 4/18/2021 



Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 
Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Lesson Objectives 

Exemplar Response 
Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Success Criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

;;;'I TEXAS 

=111 LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 

AL 
1 



Able to be completed independently v 
Contllnt/lesson Activities 

Do the general content and structure of 

/ 
o.u_ ac-n,� t'-i cs- hll� lesson activities allgn to the objective l�rc;t iD i)0j-ufi�� and exit ticket? 

Action Step: -h\- -fu_�LL l"e-kre.4\.(..e -- \)£1.,Vtec{ fr; (}fn..a._ft ftri_ 
�# -hclct {s . 

TEXAS 
AL 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 

2 



Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

CUA r Date & Time I - l - ct::d:- 
wL U UAAcJ....l,,-v.>,f � <; ,( 

().,(AJ (,µ_ Cl� 

d� c..tk .<U-,U� eu.. s. � elaJ-J , 

� 
Observation Tool: Lesson Alignm�nt 

Teacher Name '.YhJ. 
Today's Lesson Objective: 
to ·e f&c{ ik t: 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Exemplar Response 

Success Criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

;;;, TEXAS 

=111 LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 

AL 
1 



v t> 

Able to be completed independently 

Cont8nt/l.eslan AdMlles 
Do the general content and structure of / lesson activities align to the objective 
and exit ticket? 

Action Step, {).U,vlJ..vf A.JlQ. Uu:le 
1 

/J"t oit-U.0.<-f +a -/t. [ 11:: l_<. � 
� 

)<, 'fil,1,1,� r . 1 � <i;'t<.-(. a.u. Cio-fe__v !CL -b{ao_ c zz JC'. <1J 
J-'! <;e� /:JU �._d cw �UA- CU'\ �QA,,,_,�y. 

i e{{ec( '-)LJ� (J� _? 

----- 
L� {1_ ( l Cf\)..;( � fl t S-t (J\;\Jl ClA,,o ( l.{�Q. +- . 

coJ_ k C,6v\,u_ a�'- _j.Jµ.,1, • ..___pw- r I (L{_ c. (,: sf o, ie11'Ci. , 

TEXAS 
�AL 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 
2 
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Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment 
Teacher Name ·'YU!t ClA a<.�d Date & Time /- c - cJ: 0+?---., 

. 
Today's Lesson Objective: lN"-t w.,.l..,(_l J__La Lv� fo �'--(__ _)_,._in .. .(_(l L -'14.-v<--cctc � __i_ _ • r J 
�v\_ Yh.ct�Co...Q. 'f..1AJ<..JrS +» __h.ft- � Ji::L._111,1.../.J.e<.4- TV h.'JL<..r� 

/ 

Lesson Objectives 
Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 
Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

TEXAS 
"' ML 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 

/ 
Exemplar Response 

Success Criteria 
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. 
v 

Able to be completed independently v' 
Cont8nt/lesson AdMlles 

� 
Do the general content and structure of / lesson activities align to the objective 
and exit tic.ket? 

Action Step 1)u tlA_ f 11H I ti-.{ <:ii, Luk VJ I n. 'l(_ v-r= 
{,,._ (, \ ')tu {- ii i(,'<- L I �

-{ -ft dc.J ? 
.f W L-Lr Y(f!!Ul;tlA-e__ -{ii C �a.� -k 5 + �J. S f,:rvtA-,, 
)ivtc liter 

TEXAS AL 
LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 
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Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment 
Teacher Name .... 0..c....u. L._r::.... . �Pro ....a..Jl::C....:::�:i..:{""";.f"""-"-lJ,_ ,,.. Date & Time _-1.(_-_4_!,_-___..2o�..;z.t::--ez.d..�----- 

t'YtU$� Vttvv fv �� �--·1... °i ...e..1-4<:t{i_ G""v:l/ Today's Lesson Objective: � � 
�vu.v"\Q.--U 6V'-. 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 

Lesson Objectives 

Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

TEXAS 
,AL 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 

Exemplar Response 
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Able to be completed independently / 
�AdMlles 

Do the generalcontent and structure of v fc,l-<-� _µ1; o.f.L yvu s h Jl(:,J lesson activities align to the objective - 
and exit ticket? � � � l .;t+ {iclat . 

;;:;;, TEXAS 

�I LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 

AL 
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Observation Tool: 
Teacher Name r\ii1::0. tS·Jf,1 (v 

Today's Lesson Objective: � 1.µ£,t.f!._ �f;\.,0 

Lesson Alignment 
Date & Time ( - f - '}1) -b'.d- 
� G� cw._dL �<ill�. 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 
Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s}, 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Lesson Objectives 

Exemplar Response 

Success Criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
res onse 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

TEXAS 
�AL 

LEADERSHIP 
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Able to be completed independently / -(\ 1 � c: �rui(> cl b1j vlvJl. � l cl'"., v, f_ 
��-Es 

c:ont8llt/l,esl AdMlles 

Do the general content and structure of /� lesson activities align to the objective 
and exit ticket? 

;;:ii TEXAS 

;::::;, 11 LEADERSHIP 
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Today's Lesson Objective: 

Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment 
Date & Time I � J - )t; ;i- .). 

j��� � c( p;wudMJ.-€4. 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 
Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Lesson Objectives 

Exemplar Response 
Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Success Criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

TEXAS 
- �AL 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 
1 



Able to be completed independently v 
CcNllmt/lW AdMIIM 

Do the general content and structure of 

.> lesson activities align to the objective 
and exit ticket? 

�TEXAS 

�I LEADERSHIP AL 
© 4/18/2021 
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Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment 
Teacher Name -'--'n ....... 121-"'-"-"'- ,, _j--'--'h--"+'U!--1., , (..,_ ) ------ Date & Time -� l_ -_]�-�'3P�2::"----"o2-'------- 

d.1..A-� l42- � fb&� 

Lesson Objectives 
Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 
Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Exemplar Response 
Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Success Criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

TEXAS 
,AL 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 
1 



Able to be completed independently � 

Content/LeSson Actlwllles 
Do the general content and structure of v p<L-1- Ji*! & lesson activities align to the objective v and exit ticket? oM o�fo 

./ 

2 



Observation Tool: Lesson Alignment • 
Teacher Name"YfanA. \'\1rP{<f"t <f Date & Time {- 7 -?c,2:-J 
Today�s Le son Obj�ctive: -� Ll,..LJ;...( J:.J-tL� � i» clu-6uk � (k-{ 

1.� 

�(X ctlW.4- .- � t-lMJ-�. r - -.,,- 

Rigorous: complexity matches the 
standards, SE, and STAAR questions 

Manageable: can be taught in one day 

Distinct: specific to one lesson and not 
repeated over multiple days 

Measurable: can know whether or not 
students mastered the daily objective 

Lesson Objectives 

Data Driven: rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
student work, formative assessment(s), 
and/or summative assessment(s) 

Exemplar Response 
Demonstrates full mastery of the 
assessment item 
Aligns to ideal exit ticket response 

Illuminates work done to solve problem 

Contains evidence of all success criteria 

Success Criteria 

Observable in the student's response 

Lists the qualities that must be present in 
the student response 

Student friendly language 

Aligns to the objective and exemplar 
response 
Does not state steps for completing task 

Assesses what is most important 

Aligned to the objective and upcoming 
assessment 
Short and sweet: feasible to grade before 
the next school day 
Varied in format: gives a complete 
picture of what students understand 
Varied in level of rigor: to help assess the 
depth of understanding 

TEXAS 
�AL 

LEADERSHIP 

© 4/18/2021 
1 



.> v 
Able to be completed independently 

cant.nt/1,eaon AdMda 
Do the general content and structure of ft1- ( (cf f&6-�· lesson activities align to the objective v and exit ticket? 

ActionStep: � � ()A,t.,4-,{µl/4.-- c a..: /,,cl.� 1,)-V 
ok:. -t» ,lhcl,v..c� yi,,l l (;1,{l>-\._ ,du � J--l,....,,-6 {Cl_,,_ 
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GIVING EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK: 

See It. Name It. Do It. 

Waldrop 

Prepare 

• Have your tools in hand: 
0 Get Better Faster Scope & Sequence, teacher lesson 

Prepare plan, video tool, observation tracker 
• Select the highest leverage, measurable, bite-sized action 

During 
step (lesson planning/framing the lesson/modeling) Observation 

• Plan your feedback while observing: 
• Fill out planning template 

0 Videotape while you observe: mark the time stamps in 
your planning template 

See the Success: 
• "We set a goal on 1-18-22 for me to come into your 

classroom and observe. I have always been able to see the 
strength in the structure of your lessons themselves. Without 
fail there is always a bellwork, so students know what to 
expect upon entering. Your classroom procedures remain 
constant and that helps with overall structure. I also wanted 
to add the way you handle participation of students. I enjoyed 
the way you went back and forth between both campuses to 
make sure that all students were engaged and participating. 

• How does the same structure for each class impact 
students? 

• How does the structure of your lessons make for optimal 
learning? 

• I observed your 12th period the levels of organization . 

• What do you believe made the lesson for your 4th period 
successful? 

• What was the impact you were hoping to achieve and do you 
think you reached it? 



.. 

See It 

2-8 mins : Success, Model, & Gap 



See It 
2-8 mlns 

See the Model: 

• Narrow the focus: "Today, I want to dive into the rigor 
trajectory and focus a bit on aiding our special pops just a 
little more. 

• What effect will using sentence stems have have on 
language learners if it remains consistent? 

• In the class I observed, there were many possible 
opportunities for students to use sentence stems. 

• A staple feature of your lessons is that they remain true to 
the same components which leaves room for incorporating 
something small in your lessons that can go a long way. 

• Prompt the teacher to list the lesson activities: 

"See It: What were some activities you did during 
your lesson? 

-bellwork 
-objective 
-identify I do, we do, you do, exit ticket 
-Slides 
-review sheet/questions 
-sticky notes 

See the Gap: 

• "What is the gap, or an area in your lesson activities that we 
can highlight to increase its effectiveness for students to 
practice the language, or what's otherwise considered the 
ELPS (at both campuses)? read, write, speak, 
listen/academic language 



Action Step: What & How 

I Name the Action Step: 
I 

• "Based on what we discussed today, what do you think your 
action step should be?" 

Punch It: 

I Name It • "So your action step today is by using sentence stems during 

I 2mlns. 
bellworks for each class period. We see that a little can go a 
long way. 

Have teacher restate the action step; then write it down . 

Plan, Practice, & Follow Up 

Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 



Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 

Plan Before Practice: 
• Script the changes into upcoming lesson plans 

o "Where would be a good place to implement this in 
your upcoming lessons?" 

o "What are actions you need to take to see an increase 
in more practice of the language?" 

o "Take three minutes to write up your plan." 
• Push to make the plan more precise and more detailed 

o "Now that you've made your initial plan,[state student 
behavior/response that will possibly be challenging]?" 

• (If struggling to make a strong plan) Model for the teacher 
and debrief: 

o "Let's take a look at the bellwork from yesterday." Your 
first question was"What is the formula for 
photosynthesis? 

o A sentence stem for this would very simply look like 
this: "The formula for photosynthesis is " 

o Tiffany, can you read what you've written down for 
your answer to question #1 of the bellwork? 

o "What effect does this have for students? 
0 

• Perfect the plan 
o 'Those three steps look great. Let's add __ to your 

[script/lesson plan]." 

Practice: 
• Round 1: "Let's Practice" or "Let's take it live." 

o Ok, Mrs Waldrop. You try. Use the second question to 
yesterday's bellwork. 

• Additional Rounds: master it while adding complexity: 
o "Let's try that again, but this time I will be [student x 

who is slightly more challenging]." 
• (Once mastered) Lock it in: 



t 

o "How did what we practice meet or enhance the action 
step we named?" 

o "Where did our practice fall short or meet the exemplar 
at the start of the meeting?" 

Follow UR: 
• Plan for real-time feedback: 

o Agree on a predetermined cue for the next 
observation: 

• Set dates-both teacher and leader write them down: 
o Completed Materials: when teacher will complete 

revised lesson plan/materials. 
o Observation: when you'll observe the teacher 

• "When would be best time to observe your 
implementation of this?" 

• "When I review your plans, I'll look for pre-set 
codes and an exemplar." 

• (Newer teacher): "I'll come in tomorrow and 
look for this technique." 

• (When valuable) Teacher Observes Master Teacher: when 
they'll observe master teacher in classroom or via video 
implementing the action step 

• (When valuable) Self-Video: when you'll tape teacher to 
debrief in future meeting 
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GIVING EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK: 

See It. Name It. Do It. 

Espinosa 

/-:J{-01)}-;J- 

Prepare 

• Have your tools in hand: 
0 Get Better Faster Scope & Sequence, teacher lesson 

Prepare plan, video tool, observation tracker 

• Select the highest leverage, measurable, bite-sized action 
During 

step Observation 
• Plan your feedback while observing: 

• Fill out planning template 
0 Videotape while you observe: mark the time stamps in 

your planning template 

See the Success: 
• "We set a goal on 1-24-2022 for me to come into your 

classroom and observe a lesson. There were several great 
moments in the lesson. Starting with posting the objective to 
identifying the I do, We do, You do, and then lastly letting 
students know what the exit ticket would look like, are all 
solid examples. I was also pleased to see that you conducted 
a lap as part of aggressive monitoring when you said, "I'm 
going to walk around and I want to see everyone's 
assignment on the screen." (0:33 sec mark on second video 
recording) 

• I went into your 4th period in which your objective was to 
"analyze the author's use of literary devices like diction and 
syntax to identify the tone of a poem." � q Cl,<.Ur � _ 

• "What made your lesson successful?/ Ji � /\..Q.,u_fy 

• What was the impact of spending the time to make sure you 
received a response from everyone in class when it came to 
thinking about the tone for Gate A-4? You specifically said, 
"I'm going to go down the line and ask you for the positive 



See It tone word you ve chosen." Plus, you have given them a time 
of about 3 minutes to choose a tone word and begin sharing. 

2-8 mins • What does such strong engagement/accountability do for 

students?\ � Cl�-tt,c�, rtt-f gvs-l �(_ 
�J.M- Mb-J\ i�Cl{U � 

: Success, Model, & Gap ��Jc:1 --tu..-l\A;,{ llM. � 

���+ be. 



See It 

2-8 mins 

See the Model: 
• Narrow the focus: "Today, I want to dive into the rigor 

trajectory and focus a bit on using evidence from the text to 
support answers. 

• Prompt the teacher to list the lesson activities: 

"See It: What were some activities you did during 
your lesson? 

-objective and exit ticket identified 
-proceeded into the I do, We do, You do . n i.-- 

_" , 11 
- exit ticket (not observed) 

. 'jJ v-;� ift:V"' .p{f, 
�1,vfl,;� i')JJvl ��cJ�6lflv ��s rv--;,c)i" 

/ �-\() lJ-1!\;\)JIM' D sll 1) \}) g, 'I' ffD 
What effect diJ the�� lesson activities have on your class and 

I 

lesson as a whole? 

(no right or wrong answer, let's just generate discussion about 
activities) 

See the Gap: 
• "What is the gap, or an area of instruction/lesson activities 

that we might be able to elevate, so that it becomes more 
effective? For example, if we think back to the point in your 
lesson where you are asking students to select a tone word 
from the list you provided, what could have been an area to 
highlight to increase the effectiveness of identifying a tone for 
the text Gate A-4? 

• Students were all choosing a tone word from the list and 
that's great. What would have cemented their own 
assertions? (5:50 on second video for choosing tone word) 
(7:45, "Was she really cheerful?") (10:22, optimistic) (10:50, 
"try to refer to something in the story .... what part of the 
story ... ") 

• Shared Inquiry and the STAAR test heavily challenges and 
tests complex inferences. Getting students to practice this 
constantly is where we can strengthen that skill. 



Name It 

2 mins 

Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 

Action Step: What & How 

Name the Action Step: � 
� 

• "Based on what we discussed today nd the snippe s of your 
lesson that we saw, what do you J ink your action step 
should be?" Begin asking students to provide evidence from 
the text to cement their own assertions about why the tone of 
the text is the certain word they chose. 

• What are the key steps to take to close the gap and achieve 
this action step?" ·,aCJl S;tu.1� if ��a,-t �r1_ 

JJt (){lLV\..(t ,161A tA.&_ 4 Ctu.� LJ.i,..cN .. J 
Start off small and make it a point to ask -3 students for 
their evidence so it does not become overwhelming. A 
suggestion would probably be to use your strongest students 
to help you model this for the class to witness. 

Punch It: 
• ·so your action step today is 

Have teacher restate the action step; then write it down 

Plan, Practice, & Follow Up 



.- ..... - ·. �- --·: ' \ 
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/ 

�� L «-vt J . 0-6 5il6V\- 
o "What are all the actions you need to take1 to see an � �k 1 � 

increase in student engagement in students?" ._:::; I 1 () 

o "Take three minutes to write up your plan." � 
• Push to make the plan more precise and more detailed µ 1 

o "What prompts will you use with students that we can lr5DJ 
practice today to ensure student engagement 
opportunities? 

Plan Before Practice: 
• Script the changes into upcoming le 

�----������� 
IJJtd::_ 

0 
• ' • ' ,.. • - p - •• .- •••• : - 

• !..._ • � • .. "- • • ' �- 

Do It 

• (If struggling to make a strong plan) Model for the teacher 
and debrief: 

o "Watch what I do and say as I model walking around 
and marking papers." "What do you notice about how I 
did that without talking?" 

• Perfect the plan 
o "Those three steps look great. Let's add to your 

[scripUlesson plan]." 
Rest of 
Meeting 

Practice: 
• Round 1: "Let's Practice" or "Let's take it live." 

o Mrs. Espinosa, I think that the tone of Gate A-4 is 
compassionate. 

o Really, Cesar. Can you go back into the text and let 
me know where you can find evidence to support your 
answer? 

o The tone of Gate A-4 is compassionate because the 
women can understand where the other is coming 
from. For instance, when the Arabic woman offers 
mamool cookies to everyone, the narrator says, "not a 
single woman declined one. It was like a sacrament. 
The traveler from Argentina, the mom from California, 



the lovely woman from Laredo-we were all covered 
with the same powdered sugar. And smiling. There is 
no better cookie." 

0 

• Additional Rounds: master it while adding complexity: 
o "Let's try that again, but this time I will be [student x 

who is slightly more challenging]." 
• (Once mastered) Lock it in: 

o "How did what we practice meet or enhance the action 
step we named?" 

o "Where did our practice fall short or meet the exemplar 
at the start of the meeting?" 

Follow Up: 
• Plan for real-time feedback: 

o Agree on a predetermined cue for the next 
observation: "When joining your google classroom, I 
will observe your intentional probing non responsive 
students. If I see you struggling I will raise my hand in 
the google classroom 

• Set dates-both teacher and leader write them down: 
o Completed Materials: when teacher will complete 

revised lesson plan/materials. 
o Observation: when you'll observe the teacher 

• "When would be best time to observe your 
implementation of this?" 

• "When I review your plans, I'll look for pre-set 
codes and an exemplar." 

• (Newer teacher): ''I'll come in tomorrow and 
look for this technique." 

• (When valuable) Teacher Observes Master Teacher: when 
they'll observe master teacher in classroom or via video 
implementing the action step 

• (When valuable) Self-Video: when you'll tape teacher to 
debrief in future meeting 



T 

GIVING EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK: 

See It. Name It. Do It. 

Liano 

Prepare 

• Have your tools in hand: 
0 Get Better Faster Scope & Sequence, teacher lesson 

Prepare plan, video tool, observation tracker 

• Select the highest leverage, measurable, bite-sized action 
During 

step (lesson planning/framing the lesson/modeling) Observation 
• Plan your feedback while observing: 

• Fill out planning template 
0 Videotape while you observe: mark the time stamps in 

your planning template 

See the Success: 
• "We set a goal on 1-18-22 for me to come into your 

classroom and observe. I have always been able to see the 
strength in the structure of your lessons themselves. 

• How does the same structure for each class impact 
students? 

• How does the structure of your lessons make for optimal 
learning? 

• I observed Day 6 of covering the Dust Bowl during the Great 
Depression era. What do you believe made the lesson for 
your 3rd period successful? 

• What was the impact you were hoping to achieve and do you 
think you reached it? 

• What do you consider a staple in your lessons? 



-.; --- 
See It 

: Success, Model, &. Gap 
2�8mins ., 

I 
See the Model: 

• Narrow the focus: "Today, 1 want to dive into the rigor 
I trajectory and focus a bit on how we can push students to 

become more involved in the lesson by means of 
participation. 

• What effect-will more student participation have on lessons 
and the desired outcome of the material to be learned? 

• In the lesson I observed, who do you see as being the most 
engaging? For example, who speaks more and participates 
more during the class period? 

I • Prompt the teacher to list the lesson activities: 

"See It: What were some activities you did during 
your lesson? 

. 
-bellwork (opportunity for increased participation) 
21 students logged in, 7 -9 responses on the 
bellwork, roughly, per question 
-objective 
-Slides 
-Video #1: Dust Bowl 
-Video #2: Effects of Dust Bowl on Great 
Depression 
-Video #3: Okies during Great Depression 
.. we do: circle map: Impacts of the Dust Bowl 
-You do and Exit Ticket saved for the following 
class period 

What effect did those lesson activities have on student learning? 

Can we identify whether there was retention of the material during 
that single class period? 



See It 

2-8 mins 

Name It 

2 mins 

(no right or wrong answer, let's just generate discussion about 
activities) 

See the Gap: 
• "What is the gap, or an area in your lesson activities that we 

can highlight to increase its effectiveness for student 
learning/participation (at both campuses)? 

• How can we take the videos presented in class and help 
students begin to internalize the information in each one? 

• Internalizing information in the video can help with later 
activities such as the bubble map. 

Action Step: What & How 

Name the Action Step: 

• "Based on what we discussed today, what do you think your 
action step should be?" 

Punch It: 
1'• ', 

-'Cio ... - �···..---..,,........ , ..... ,;,:-,.,,�_,;:--,;, .. �, ... e-� .. ·�:::-n,- ... ·�·-.'! .. , .... 
. . - . . 

Have teacher restate the action step; then write it down 



Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 

Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 

Plan, Practice, & Follow Up 



Plan Before Practice: 
• Script the changes into upcoming lesson plans 

o "Where would be a good place to implement this in 
your upcoming lessons?" 

o "What are actions you need to take to see an increase 
in student participation with students?" 

o "Take three minutes to write up your plan." 
• Push to make the plan more precise and more detailed 

o "What prompts/questions will you use with students 
that we can practice today to ensure student 
engagement opportunities for watching videos? 

o "Now that you've made your initial plan,[state student 
behavior/response that will possibly be challenging]?" 

• {If struggling to make a strong plan) Model for the teacher 
and debrief: 

o "Watch what I do and say as I model a stopping point 
for watching a video and provide an opportunity for 
engagement/participation/interaction" 

o Video: Dust Bowl 1:47 min mark 
o Ok, guys. Very quickly in the chat, let me know 

what year the drought was and how long it lasted. 
o "What effect does this have for students? 
0 

• Perfect the plan 
o "Those three steps look great. Let's add __ to your 

[script/lesson plan]." 

Practice: 
• Round 1: "Let's Practice" or "Let's take it live." 

o Ok, Ms. Liano. You try. 

• Additional Rounds: master it while adding complexity: 
o "Let's try that again, but this time I will be [student x 

who is slightly more challenging]." 



.. 

• (Once mastered) Lock it in: 
o "How did what we practice meet or enhance the action 

step we named?" 
o "Where did our practice fall short or meet the exemplar 

at the start of the meeting?" 

Follow Up: 
• Plan for real-time feedback: 

o Agree on a predetermined cue for the next 
observation: 

• Set dates-both teacher and leader write them down: 
o Completed Materials: when teacher will complete 

revised lesson plan/materials. 
o Observation: when you'll observe the teacher 

• "When would be best time to observe your 
implementation of this?" 

• "When I review your plans, I'll look for pre-set 
codes and an exemplar." 

• (Newer teacher): "I'll come in tomorrow and 
look for this technique." 

• (When valuable) Teacher Observes Master Teacher: when 
they'll observe master teacher in classroom or via video 
implementing the action step 

• (When valuable) Self-Video: when you'll tape teacher to 
debrief in future meeting 



\ 

GIVING EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK: 

See It. Name It. Do It. 

Trillo 

Prepare 

• Have your tools in hand: 
0 Get Better Faster Scope & Sequence, teacher lesson 

Prepare plan, video tool, observation tracker 
• Select the highest leverage, measurable, bite-sized action 

During 
step (lesson planning/framing the lesson/modeling) Observation 

• Plan your feedback while observing: 

• Fill out planning template 
0 Videotape while you observe: mark the time stamps in 

your planning template 

See the Success: 
• "We set a goal on 1-20-22 for me to come into your 

classroom and observe. I have always been able to see the 
strength in the structure of your lessons themselves. Without 
fail there is always a bellwork, so students know what to 
expect upon entering. Your classroom procedures remain 
constant and that helps with overall structure. I also wanted 
to add the way you handle participation of students. 

• How does the same structure for each class impact 
students? 

• How does the structure of your lessons make for optimal 
learning? 

• I observed your 4tth period and the review for benchmark #1 
of this 9 weeks. What do you believe made the lesson for 
your 4th period successful? (I liked the way you distributed 
the questions on the review to the students and then in turn 
had them post their answers on the 
jamboard).[student-driven] 



See It 

2-8 mins 

• What was the 'lmpact you were ho_ping_to�achieve an·a do yo_1.:f 
think you reached U?� 

: Success, Model, & Gap 



See It 

See the Model: 

• Narrow the focus: "Today, I want to dive into the rigor 
trajectory and focus a bit on aiding our special pops just a 
little more. 

• What effect will a more student-centered class have on 
language learners if it remains consistent? 

• In the class I observed, there were many possible 
opportunities for students to speak and read. 

• A staple feature of your lessons is that they remain true to 
the same components which leaves room for incorporating 
something small in your lessons that can go a long way. 

• Prompt the teacher to list the lesson activities: 

"See It: What were some activities you did during 
your lesson? 

-bellwork 
-objective 
-identify I do, we do, you do, exit ticket 
-Slides 
-review sheet/questions 
-sticky notes 
-jam board 

See the Gap: 

• "What is the gap, or an area in your lesson activities that we 
can highlight to increase its effectiveness for students to 
practice the language, or what's otherwise considered the 
ELPS (at both campuses)? read. write. speak. 
listen/academic language 



•· ' 

' 
Action Step: What & How 

I 

I Name the Action Step: 

• "Based on what we discussed today, what do you think your 

I action step should be?" 
I 
I 

I Punch It: 
I Name It • "So your action step today is beginning to include students 

I 2mins. 
more when it comes to reading and speaking by using the 
slides of your lessons. We see that a little can go a Jong way. 

I 

! 
Have teacher restate the action step; then write it down I 

I 
I 

Plan, Practlce, & Follow Up 

Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 



Do It 

Rest of 
Meeting 

Plan Before Practice: 
• Script the changes into upcoming lesson plans 

o "Where would be a good place to implement this in 
your u coming lessons?" 

o "What are actions you need to take to see an increase 
in more practice of the language?" 

o "Take three minutes to write up your plan." 
• Push to make the plan more precise and more detailed 

.,..,f\.����""� c ....... - ... ...-rr�1 ... ��ff�::4�-�c ............. --. .... 
� __ _.___._, _ _- _ _, .Lt..... 'i .. � _ • i.. J ·.,_ . 1 _._.·,!.• 

• (If struggling to make a strong plan) Model for the teacher 
and debrief: 

0 

0 

• Perfect the plan 
o "Those three steps look great. Let's add __ to your 

[script/lesson plan]." 

Practice: 
• Round 1: "Let's Practice" or "Let's take it live." 

0 

• Additional Rounds: master it while adding complexity: 
o "Let's try that again, but this time I will be [student x 

who is slightly more challenging]." 
• (Once mastered) Lock it in: 

o "How did what we practice meet or enhance the action 
step we named?" 

o "Where did our practice fall short or meet the exemplar 
at the start of the meeting?" 

Follow Up: 
• Plan for real-time feedback: 



o Agree on a predetermined cue for the next 
observation: 

• Set dates-both teacher and leader write them down: 
o Completed Materials: when teacher will complete 

revised lesson plan/materials. 
o Observation: when you'll observe the teacher 

• "When would be best time to observe your 
implementation of this?" 

• "When I review your plans, I'll look for pre-set 
codes and an exemplar." 

• (Newer teacher): "I'll come in tomorrow and 
look for this technique." 

• (When valuable) Teacher Observes Master Teacher: when 
they'll observe master teacher in classroom or via video 
implementing the action step 

• (When valuable) Self-Video: when you'll tape teacher to 
debrief in future meeting 
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